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About 
Brevity & Wit

● Operating since 2016

● Unique approach combines 
design thinking, behavior 
change science, and IDEA

● Clients span media, 
international NGOs, and 
professional services firms



Why do images matter? 





As creators, we have power. 



What do we actually need to 
do differently 

when we choose or create images 
in our work? 





White people = Main 
Everyone else = Supporting 

For today, let’s think of people as characters.



The 
Default

“Main character”

White (or light-skinned)
Thin.
Young.
Conventionally 
attractive.
Non-disabled.**
Straight.**
Cisgender.**

*Men get centered most often

**Not all identities are visible



The 
Default

“Main character”
=



=



How does this 
photo perpetuate 
white centering?



1
The “default” 
white man is 
larger, and in 
the foreground. 
He is in focus. 
This indicates 
that he is the 
most important. 
He is the “main” 
character.



2
The other three 
people are in 
the background. 
They are blurry 
and smaller, 
indicating they 
are less 
important. 

They are 
“supporting” 
characters. 



3
Two of them are 
women, both of 
whom are 
women of color. 

The Black 
woman is 
seated and 
lower, indicating 
she’s less 
important than 
the Latine
woman.



As creators, we have the power to 
make our culture more inclusive 
through the images we choose.



Diversity =  Reality



Observing Stock Images



Who is presented as the main character(s)? 

Who is presented as the supporting character(s)?

What is the ratio of white people to people of color?

How are they presented in the photo?

What message is the image sending about race, 
gender, sexuality, religion, age, ability, or body shape?

Who is missing?

Ask yourself:











How to Intentionally 
Choose Inclusive Images



My process for selecting images:

1. Discuss photos with the client. Who should be centered?

2. Make a list of types of photos that will work best for theme.

3. Spend lots of time JUST searching, collecting images.

4. Look at photos as a group, put in thoughtful order.

5. Ask myself “Who is missing?” and make swaps.



Project themes examples from clients:

● Women using different types of transportation

● Disabled people enjoying everyday activities

● Yoga that is for everyone, and every type of body

● Mental health of kids and teens

● DC residents struggling with homelessness



“How can I make the people 
I feature look as strong, happy, 

and human as possible?”

Protect their dignity.  

I ask myself:







Generic search terms won’t offer much intentional diversity.

Person leading a meeting





Specific is okay, and will give you better results.

Mature Black woman leading a meeting







Demographic Checklist

Races: Black, Latine/Hispanic, Indigenous, Asian, Middle Eastern, White, Mixed

Genders: Mix of men, women, transgender, non-binary and other genders

Ages: Babies, kids of all ages, teens, young adults, adults, older people

Abilities: Various physical or mental abilities

Body types: All bodies look different! Reflect reality.

Pregnant people, religious clothing (hijab), different types of families, 
non-traditional jobs or roles

Include a range of:



Examples from 
Brevity & Wit















PBS Wisconsin
DEI project discussions for design teams

Topic Examples:
● Accessibility for different audiences and media types
● Color contrast and inclusive typography
● Writing inclusive alt text for images
● Cultural sensitivity in character animation
● Equitable hiring and interviewing for creative positions
● Navigating biases on a majority white team
● Design considerations for older people
● Designing for non-native English speakers
● Advocating for more diversity with producers and other teams
● Sourcing and choosing photos







[Untrue] Stereotype:

Black fathers as “absent” and 
Black children as “fatherless”

I intentionally searched for:

“Black father with baby”
“Loving Black dad with kid”
“Black man hug”
“African American father”





Once you’ve chosen your images...

1. Always credit the photographer.

2. Pay for images or donate to the photographers.

3. Write captions that highlight diverse identities.

4. Always include alt text for accessibility.



Blog Post: See list of inclusive stock photo sites we love!



Tips & Takeaways



1
Find opportunities for white 

people to be supporting 
characters in images.



Be specific with your search terms, 
even if it feels uncomfortable. 

2



Ask yourself 
“Who is not included?” 

and make a list of who SHOULD be. 

3



SLOW DOWN. 

It takes more time, but it’s worth it. 
Run your image choices by 

someone that’s different from you. 

4



Choose images that 
challenge stereotypes.

Make unexpected choices. They’ll make 
what you create more interesting.

5



Free Giveaway!



Take Our Survey!
https://notionforms.io/forms/public-media-design-needs-13stcp/ 

(One lucky respondent will win a $100 gift card!)

https://notionforms.io/forms/public-media-design-needs-13stcp/


Questions?

Acacia Betancourt, Creative Director

acacia@brevityandwit.com



Stay in touch by signing up for our 
newsletter at www.brevityandwit.com

@brevityandwit

Thank you!

http://www.brevityandwit.com/



